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Abstrakt
Cílem této práce je návrh a implementace knihovny určené pro zpracování dokumentů ve
formátu RTF. Knihovna poskytuje třídy pro převod souborů z RTF do formátu XHTML.
Implementce knihovny je provedena v programovácím jazyce JAVA a je otestována pomocí
navrhnutých testů. Aplikační rozhraní knihovny tvoří podmnožinu standardu DOM a
umožňuje manipulaci s výsledných XHTML dokumentem.
Abstract
The goal of this work is to design and implementation of library for RTF processing. The
library contains classes for conversion of RTF files to XHTML files. Implementation of
library is made in Java programming language and it is tested by using proposed set of
tests. Application interface of the library is a subset of the DOM standard and allows to
manipulate with final XHTML document.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The importance and price of information grows every year and together with its price is
proportionally growing also the need to store it and to exchange this information with
others. Almost everyone is today able to come up with a new file format for data storing
but only few are really capable to make this format widely used between others or even
further a world standard. Many big companies and organizations have tried it and one
of them was also Microsoft in 1987 with RTF. RTF is formatted text file format which is
platform-independent. It means that RTF files containing formatted text can be created,
edited or viewed in different word processors under different platforms like Windows,
UNIX, Linux or Mac while retaining all or most of its formatting. RTF became quickly
very successful and before expansion of Adobe’s PDF was it the most used format for
cross-platform document exchange. Even today, format is widely used by many important
organizations, for example Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic or the Brno City
Municipality. RTF is despite of many good abilities not suitable file format for Internet
document publishing, which is domain of XHTML. Exactly the goal of converting RTF to
XHTML is the aim of this work.
This technical report is divided into a few chapters. Following chapter (the second
one) treats analysis of used technologies, formats and standards. Firstly, short description
of RTF file format is made, its history and the most basic syntax explained. The RTF
specification defines the type of input document which is designed library supposed to
transform. Afterwards follow information about markup language XML, together with its
most famous implementation XHTML and XHTML predecessor HTML. XHTML is the
output format of requested transformation. The second chapter is finished with description
of Document Object Model DOM. Its implementation is used as a temporary format for
storing document before final transformation into output document. Third chapter (called
RTF document structure) deals more in detail the structure of RTF format. Fourth chap-
ter treats the problems of document transformation and suggests the conversion process
step by step and proposes the library with using UML class diagram. Chapter number
five describes more in details implementation of chosen parts of the Convertor together
with some problems that were solved during the programming phase. Also example of
conversion of simple document is presented here, because it is closely connected with im-
plementation itself. Testing is necessary part of life cycle of any software, not otherwise of
developed library. This subject is treated in chapter number six. Testing was divided into
two parts. Tests in the first one were made with uniform documents created in different
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editors just for the purpose of testing. Results of this part are supposed to show, if is
Convertor able to deal with correctly written RTF documents. Testing in the second part
was based on real documents downloaded from the internet. Those tests tell more about
use in practical application. Last chapter summarizes reached goals, discusses if they meet
original expectations and suggests possible steps where the project should lead in further
future development.
This work builds on conclusions made in previous term project, which covered first
three points of the assignment. This conclusions were successfully used in chapters two,
three and four.
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Chapter 2
Used technologies
The list of used technologies is derived from the character of the project and that’s why
there is not a lot of space for any alternatives. Following technologies are used in the
project:
• Rich Text Format version 1.6
• XHTML 1.0 transitional
• Document Object Model Level 1
• Java (programming language used for implementation)
• Cascading Style Sheets - CSS
2.1 RTF
RTF (Rich Text Format) file format came into existence in 1987 in laboratories of Microsoft
Corporation. It was developed for exchange of formatted text documents between different
programs on different platforms without loss of formatting or content. Because of many
positive qualities, RTF format was successful and became for long time almost standard
for cross platform document exchange. Importance of RTF started decreasing when PDF
format appeared (more precisely with version 1.4 in 2001) but even today, RTF is still
often used and widely supported. The newest specification RTF 1.9.1 was published in
March 2008 and it is also with high probability the last one, because Microsoft stated that
RTF specification should not be enhanced anymore in the future [10].
Although RTF is still property of Microsoft, it is also open file format, which means
that everyone can find and read its specification and also use it for free of charge. It is
also one of the main reasons, why RTF could have become broadly supported in many
applications.
There are several reasons to use Rich Text Format (RTF):
• Human readability: Human readability means, that if RTF file is opened in ordi-
nary text editor and its code is displayed as a plain text, users can be able to read
text content of the document, just by ignoring the markup of the language. Unfor-
tunately some word processors, like MS Word, produce RTF files full of unnecessary
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marks and thus make them more difficult to read. Other formats like very often
used Word documents DOC and DocX are, in contrast, binary formats with just a
few pieces of readable text.
Human readability might seem to be quite usual feature from today’s point of view
(because this feature have today many other file formats, e.g., the whole XML family)
but it is important to realize, that in the time when RTF appeared, it was quite
unique. Even compared to todays modern XML-based formats like Office Open
XML or OpenDocument is RTF’s human readability better, because files in those
formats are usually stored within a ZIP archive.
• Very good Supportability: RTF is well supported across many different platforms
and programs. Although most of todays applications can read Microsoft Word’s
native file formats DOC and docx, older programs may not be able to deal with
them (even older versions of Microsoft Word are not able to read newer versions
of DOC). This is not the case of RTF, because all major word processors are able
to open RTF documents. In addition, RTF support can be also found in database
servers, operating systems, e-mail clients and many other applications.
The default word processor of Microsoft Windows, WordPad editor saves documents
as RTF files by default, for short time RTF was also default format in Microsoft
Word 6.0. The list of word processor supporting RTF contains mentioned WordPad,
Microsoft Word, its free alternative OpenOffice, the main word processor of Mac OS
X TextEdit, free and open-source editors AbiWord, KWord and many others. In
general, users have access to this file format on any type of computers with any kind
of operation system.
• RTF does not spread viruses: RTF doesn’t contain(not even in the newest
specification) any macros support. Compared to other formats like DOC or Office
Open XML, this absence and seeming disadvantage protects users from possibility of
infecting their computers by macro viruses stored in the document’s macros. This is
the reason, why RTF is recommended over other formats when security is a concern.
If you send RTF files instead of DOC files by e-mail, you can be one hundred percent
sure that there is no way viruses can hide your RTF files. On the other side, receiving
files with RTF extension doesn’t guarantee security, since those files might be infected
DOC documents renamed with an RTF extension.
• Smaller size of files: Compared to formats like DOC or PDF, RTF files of equiv-
alent content require less disk space, which also means smaller traffic during docu-
ments exchange. It is worth mentioning that some word processors tend to add into
RTF files a lot of unnecessary information and also commands ensuring backward
compatibility which unfortunately increases size of the file.
• Wide range of formatting properties: RTF file format supports various for-
matting properties like fonts, colors, tables, margins, lists and many other similar
functions. It is also possible to insert into documents pictures, drawing objects,
comments or just simply divided text into paragraphs and sections.
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All above mentioned reasons make RTF suitable tool for users creating documents of
daily use like letters, forms, manuals, announcements and others.
2.2 RTF Syntax
RTF files consist of four basic elements: control words, plain text, groups and control
symbols.
Each control world in RTF starts with backslash "\" followed by sequence of letters
a-z. In some cases, there might be arguments following the control world. Arguments
are represented with integer numbers of range from -32767 to 32767. The control world is
finished by whitespace character (space, tab, next line etc.) or backslash starting new con-
trol word. Example of RTF control world is "\par" (new paragraph) or "\viewscale200"
(sets zoom of the document 200 %) where 200 is the argument.
It is very easy to recognize plain text inside of the RTF file. It is simply every text
which doesn’t start with backslash and curly brackets. Also whitespaces which doesn’t
follow immediately after control worlds are part of the plain text. Unlike many other
languages, two spaces or two new lines following each other are really shown as two spaces
or two new lines.
Syntax of RTF allows to group elements. Grouping is based on very similar principal
which is used in languages of XML family. Every group always starts witch opening curly
bracket "{" followed by any control words, other nested groups or text, ending curly
bracket "}" indicates end of the group. Scope of control words stated inside of the group
is limited only on this group and other nested groups. It means that if there is a control
setting bold font inside of the group, the font will stay bold only till the first ending bracket
which ends the group. If some property is not defined, it is inherited from the superior
group.
Control symbols are special kind of RTF command words. They are used for displaying
certain symbols, for example those which have in RTF special meaning. Control symbols
starts with backslash followed by one non-alphabetic character. Typical example of control
symbol might be "\\" which is meant to be displayed as single backslash.
Simple RTF document:
{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg1250\deff0\deflang1029
{\fonttbl {\f0\froman\fprq2\fcharset238 Times New Roman CE;}
{\f1\froman\fcharset238 Times New Roman CE;} }
{\colortbl; \red0\green0\blue0;
\red255\green0\blue0;
\red0\green128\blue0;
\red0\green0\blue255; }
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\cf1\f0\fs24 This is \cf2 R\cf3 T\cf4 F\cf0\f1\par }
Document starts on first line with version of RTF, used encoding and language, in
which is document written. Next two lines contain font table, in this case with default
font f0 and font f1. Following color table contains definitions of colors used in documents
in RGB format. Plaint text ”This is RGB” is written on last line and finished by control
world ending.
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Because RTF file format is the main technology used in this project, it is necessary to
describe it in more details. Therefore, there is whole chapter 3 dealing with this topic and
describing technical aspects of Rich Text Format.
2.3 XML
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is very popular markup language, created and driven
by W3C consortium [8]. XML is a big step forward in a way of describing data and
structuring them for platform independent exchange.
XML is an application profile and the successor of Standard Generalized Markup
Language SGML. SGML was created in 1986 as an general metalanguage, its purpose
is to make it possible to define new markup languages. The biggest success of SGML
is by far the HTML language. Because SGML was created in the beginning of the era
of computers, it is too concerned about saving a disk space and therefore uses many
minimization rules and exceptions which makes it difficult to create SGML parsers and
integrate it into applications. SGML is very large and complex standard, probably too
complex for most common applications and this is the reason, why SGML couldn’t become
widely used and successful. It was evident, that an alternative is needed, an alternative
that would meet following requirements and would be:
• Able to cooperate with SGML and HTML.
• Easy for programmers to learn and understand.
• Easy to implement over the WWW.
• Easy to create new types of documents.
As a result of those requirements, new working group was established and in 1998.
This working group published as a result new markup language called XML in version 1.0.
XML is a simplified subset of SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language), which
shares many of its characteristics. It is, as well as SGML, more like a grammar, rather
than a set of tags. It keeps enough of SGML functionality to make it useful but removes
all the optional features which made SGML so complicated to work with. Because it was
designed to be easier to implement, it makes the overall costs of the use also lower.
XML specification defines a standard syntax, which says how to add markups to docu-
ments. This flexible and effective format is today used in probably all fields of information
technologies and is becoming more and more popular. In XML documents data are rep-
resented by text strings surrounded with marks which are describing those data. There
are many XML-based formats being used today, probably the most famous one and most
used one is XHTML. Another examples might be Office Open XML, web feed format RSS,
vector graphic format SVG, messaging protocol Jabber and many others.
XML doesn’t contain any predefined tags. All the tags that are used, must be de-
fined by the author of the XML document. This can be done using some XML schema
language(for example DTD), which is described in more detail in chapter 2.3.2. If the
document is defined in some DTD, it is easy to control whether it corresponds with this
definition. This can be automatically done by programs called parser.
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Compared to HTML, XML doesn’t define any visual styles saying how should be the
document displayed. It is necessary to add some additional styles containing visual infor-
mation or perform transformation into another format. There are several style languages
today, probably the most famous one is CSS, which is described in more detail in chapter
2.5.
2.3.1 XML Document structure
Because XML is trying to be universal and platform independent, it has strong support
of Unicode, which is global standard for character encoding.
In general, the structure of XML documents is very simple. It starts on the first line
with XML Declaration providing some information about document itself. The rest of
the document contains elements with their content. Beside the content, elements can
also carry some additional information, which usually describes element’s properties. This
information is called attribute and is stored inside of the element between double quotes
or apostrophes.
An example of XML document:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<class>
<student>
<login>xnovak14</login>
<name>Novak Jan</name>
<birthday>1990-11-11.</birthday>
</student>
</class>
Even such a simple example is XML document. Although very simple, it still doesn’t
lack the ability to represent the information.
The root element of the document is element class which is defined by start tag
<class> and end tag </class>. Class carries information about one student, which is
stored in elements login, name and birthday.
At first sight, it might be hard to distinguish, if mentioned example is XML or SGML
document, because those two are visually very similar but the look is the only thing that
they have in common. XML defines strict but very clear and easy to understand rules
for document creation. XML is often mentioned together with phrase ”well-formed” and
”valid”. To say that XML document is well-formed, it needs to satisfy all the following
conditions:
• Document can have only one root element.
• All elements must be closed.
• All elements must be nested properly, so they cannot overlap.
• Attribute values must be closed in quotes. It is not possible to combine double and
simple quotes.
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• XML is case sensitive, it is necessary make difference between <tag>, <Tag> and
<TAG> , because they are three different elements.
XML document is considered valid, if is well-formed and created according to some
DTD or XSD (XSL schema).
2.3.2 Document Type Definition
DTD (Document Type Definition) is a schema languages which describes structure of XML
and SGML documents. It defines a set of markup declarations saying which elements can
be used in given documents. It also declares how they can combine and be nested, their
attributes and content.
DTD is very useful tool which makes it easy to control structure of documents. It is
actually the ”tool” which defines schemas for languages like HTML.
DTD can be stored either in external file or can be part of the document.
An example of a simple XML DTD:
<!ELEMENT class (student*)>
<!ELEMENT student (login, name, birthday?)>
<!ELEMENT login (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT birthday (#PCDATA)>
In short, this DTD defines structure of documents as following:
• class is a valid element name and instances of this element can contain any number
of elements student .
• person is a valid element name and an instance of such an element can contain one
element login, followed by one element name and optionally also followed by one
element birthday.
• login, name and birthday are also a valid element names and an instance of those
elements can contain only ”character data” (#PCDATA).
Big disadvantage of Document Type Definition is, that DTD itself is not XML. This
is also one of the reasons why new schema languages were developed, for example XML
Schema and RELAX NG. Although those languages are more expressive and have desired
xml syntax, they didn’t really bring enough benefits to replace DTD and therefore it stays
still very popular and often used.
2.4 HTML and XHTML
Markup language HTML (HyperText Markup Language) was created in 1990 in research
center in Swiss CERN. The goal was to create simple format which would allow researchers
to share documents in computer network and make their cooperation easier. Over the time
HTML managed to spread out to other research centers and later to universities and today
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it can be found on millions of web pages on the internet. HTML is not anymore property
of CERN, it is driven by W3C consortium, which is international community taking care of
web standards. The last specification HTML 4.01 [9] was published in 1999 and it seemed
to be for a long time that it is also the last one and HTML will be replaces with follower
XHTML. Then in 2008 W3C announced new follower HTML 5 which is not supposed to
be SGML application anymore. The final specification is expected to be finished in 2012.
HTML 5 should continue with effort to divide web content from its presentation, it adds
sematic to some tags(e.g. <b> and <i>), removes out of date tags(e.g. <strike> and <u>)
and adds some new(e.g. <audio> and <video>).
HTML is application of markup language SGML and therefore they share many char-
acteristic attributes. An HTML document is composed of text and HTML elements which
define the document structure. Elements consist of tags, some of them have start and end
tag, some of them consist of only one single tag. Tags in HTML are represented by
name surrounded with angle brackets, end tags have additionally slash after the opening
bracket. Some elements can have also attributes which are specified inside of the start tag.
Disadvantage of this language is toleration of the structure of document which is derived
from SGML. Tags do not have to be ended and properly nested, they can be overlapping,
attributes don’t need to be present and other toleration can make work easier for HTML
programmers but on the other side is it more difficult for HTML parsers to read such a
document. They must sometimes literally guess the way the document is supposed to be
displayed. Other disadvantage is the fact, that HTML doesn’t specify only the content
of the document but also the look and the way it should be displayed. This might to be
useful in small web pages containing only few pictures and colors but in the case of bigger
project is it very unpractical. Each change of style must be made in each file which makes
a lot of unnecessary work. This situation got better with release of HTML 4.0 and the
possibility to set look of the document in CSS (Cascading Style Sheets).
To deal with all those mentioned problems, W3C came in year 2000 with HTML’s
follower XHTML 1.0 [7]. As one would from the name expect, XHTML is language
derived from HTML but it is application of XML.
• XHTML 1.0 : The first version of XHTML. In recent times, this version of
XHTML is standard language for web documents and it is widely supported in
all web browsers.
• XHTML 1.1 : Specification was published in 2001. It is based on XHTML 1.0
Strict standard and removes all construction which are considered to be ”out of
date”. This specification is the first one based on principles of modularization.
Elements are divided into modules and the whole standard is collection of those
modules. This makes it possible to define various standards for different platforms
(e.g. computer, cell phone, PDA).
• XHTML 2.0 : First proposal was released in 2002 but it is still not in state of W3C
Recommendation. Although this specification is based on HTML 4.01, XHTML 1.0
and XHTML 1.1, it is not backward compatible with them.
It is also important to notice, that there are three versions of XHTML 1.0 :
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• Strict: contains all elements and attributes of HTML except of elements responsible
for presentation(e.g. <center> and <font>).
• Transitional: contains all elements and attributes of HTML, doesn’t allow Frame-
set.
• Frameset: identical to DTD of XHTML Transitional, the only difference is, that
this standard allows Framesets.
2.4.1 Differences between XHTML And HTML
At the first look it is not easy to distinguish between HTML and XHTML documents.
They have very similar structure, syntactic rules and use practically identical tags.
The main differences of [4] XHTML compared to HTML are:
• XHTML document must be always well-formed. It this means that all elements
must be nested correctly and have closing tags.
• Element and attribute names must be written in lower case. It is necessary because
XHTML is application of XML and XML is case-sensitive.
• Attributes must be always in quotes
• Attribute Minimization is not supported. It is not possible to write <div mini>
instead of <br/><div mini="mini">
• Values of attributes must be always present
• Empty elements must be terminated (for example <br/> or <br></br>instead of
single tag <br> )
Because of those few improvements structure of XHTML documents is much simpler,
easier to read and automate. If the web browsers knew only XHTML without any HTML,
they would be much simpler. The question is if this situation will ever happen.
2.4.2 Structure of XHTML document
XHTML documents have defined structure which is very similar to HTML. Each document
which is supposed to be considered well-formed must contain below mentioned parts in
defined order:
• XML Declaration: it typically appears on the first line of the document. It defines
XML version and used encoding.
• Document type declaration(DTD): every XHTML document must start with a
basic declaration containing definition which says what type of document it is. This
definition contains syntactic rules, which define, which elements can be used, what
can elements contain, which attributes can they have and so on. This declaration is
made using the !DOCTYPE tag right after the XML Declaration and it is supposed
to tell the web browsers for which standard is the document designed so it can be
read correctly.
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• Root element <html>: it contains Head and Body of the Document. This tag can
also have ”lang” or ”xml:lang” attribute defining the language of the document and
second attribute( mandatory in XHTML 1.0 Strict) ”xmlns” which declares the xml
namespace of the document.
• Document Head: enclosed by the <head> tag. All the information in this part of
document are loaded first, before the document is displayed, which makes it ideal
for definition of characteristics which need to be pre-loaded (e.g., scripts and styles).
Head contains mostly non-visual information like document’s title describing in short
what is document about, style declarations, script functions, meta information and
other.
• Document Body: is defined by element <body>, contains the visual part of docu-
ment. Things written here will be shown when the document is opened in by user
in web browser. Most of the HTML tags are meant to be inserted here.
Example of simple XHTML document:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-2"?>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC
-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.1//EN’
’http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml11/DTD/xhtml11.dtd’>
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="cs" lang="cs">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html;
charset=iso-8859-2"/>
<meta http-equiv="content-language" content="cs"/>
<title>
Document Title
</title>
</head>
<body>
Document content
</body>
</html>
2.5 CSS
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) appeared in 1996 together with HTML 4.0. It is style sheet
language which provides simple mechanism for adding visual styles to the document, like
fonts, colors, layout, borders and many others. The main goal of CSS isn’t just to add
new look to the document but to separate document presentation from its content. Visual
styles and content are then separated into different layers and independent on each other,
which makes documents more accessible, easier to handle and change. It also allows to
share one style between more documents and what is more, one document can be styled
with more different styles. This can be useful for example in the case if we want to have
different version of web document for browser, printing or just simply more different looks.
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CSS stored in external file can also makes the time necessary for document loading shorter,
in the case that the web page was visited before and it is in stored in web browser’s cache.
CSS has also few disadvantages. The main one (though not caused by CSS itself) is
wrong support of some standards in web browsers. Typical example is wrong interpretation
of attributes margin and padding in Internet Explorer 6.0. This forced web programmers
to develop tricks to overcome those mistakes, like very famous ”The Underscore hack” or
”Matryoshka” [5].
It is very rare today to find webpage which doesn’t use any CSS. There are few different
ways how the CSS style can be applied.
External Style Sheet: Style is stored in external file, each page using it must link
to this file by using the <link> tag.
<head>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="mystyle.css" />
</head>
Internal Style Sheet: Style is defined in the head of HTML document inside tag of
the <style>.
<style type="text/css">
p {color:green;}
p {padding: 25px;}
</style>
Inline Styles: Style is defined as an attribute of particular tag which is the only
part of document affected by this style. This approach lacks the main advantage of CSS,
because it doesn’t really separate document content and presentation.
<p style="color: green; padding: 25px;"> Green text in paragraph </p>
2.6 Document Object Model
Document object model or simply [1] is application programming interface for document
access and manipulation. It defines not only document’s logical structure, object repre-
sentation of each part of the document but also the way how to manipulate with those
parts, how to create them, change their attributes and so on. It is a tool which defines
standards and simplifies application design. Document object model is independent on
any given platform or any programming language.
Together with many other important web standards is also DOM driven by W3C
consortium. The first version DOM 0 was developed by Netscape together with the first
version of JavaScript. It wasn’t even official specification, just a definition of objects
access to the document structure and object model itself. DOM 0 was implemented in
that time newest versions of web browsers Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer from
Microsoft. Unfortunately each company decided to implement DOM in their own way with
some extra features and forced web programmers create applications that could deal with
incompatibilities in web browsers. Finally W3C consortium came with new official DOM1
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specification (Level 1 DOM), which provided for the first time a complete standard model
for an entire HTML (or XML) document together with means to change every document
section.
During the time DOM specification started growing and getting new features. Cur-
rently has DOM 3 levels (Level 1, Level 2, Level 3), which are in more detail described
in following chapters. All levels of DOM contain basic module Core and other optional
modules.
2.6.1 DOM Level 1
Level 1 is the first and the simplest level of DOM. It consists of two modules:
• Core: provides set of low-level elementary interfaces which allow to access and
manipulate with document objects. It also describes objects, which creates the base
of DOM tree structure of XHTML and XML documents(Document, Element, Node,
Attr, etc.)Although module Core is relatively simple, it is by far the most important
part of the specification. Other higher levels of DOM contain Core as well but extend
its functionality and add new methods.
• HTML: This module provides extension of the Level 1 Core API. It especially
contains functionality related to specific elements defined in HTML(e.g., defines
interface HTMLDocument which derived from the core interface Document).
2.6.2 DOM Level 2
DOM Level 2 extends functionality of previous level by adding new modules and names-
paces support. Example of one useful new ability might be method getElementById.
• Views: allows to view alternate representation of original XML or HTML docu-
ments.
• Events: specifies interfaces providing generic event system, defines event and says
how to create their handlers. It also provides partial backward compatibility with
old web browsers because specification contains subset of old event systems which
was used in DOM Level 0.
• Style: interface providing ability to access and manipulate with style sheets of
documents.
• Traversal-Range: specifies two sets of interfaces for XML documents. First one
allows programmers to traverse their content, second one provides methods for cre-
ation and manipulation with ranges.
• HTML: defines interface for manipulating with content and structure of HTML and
XHTML documents. This module is not backward compatible with HTML module
of Level 1.
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2.6.3 DOM Level 3
The highest level of DOM, currently is the specification only partially finished, so far three
modules are in state of ”W3C Recommendation”. The Core again extends module Core
from previous level, especially the support of XML languages.
• Load and Save (Recommendation): specifies API for dynamic loading of XML
documents into DOM and then for serialization of DOM back into XML.
• Validation (Recommendation): provides kind of ”guidance” which helps main-
tenance of validity when changing structure and content of document.
• XPath: this is first of modules in Level 3 which still in development and waiting to
become W3C Recommendation. As the name says, this module makes it possible to
access DOM tree using XPath.
• Views and Formatting: there are already two version od this API in early stage of
development and it will be decided which one of them is better and will be developing
further.
• Events: extends same name module of previous level, will be supported in Internet
Explorer 9.
• Abstract Schemas: provides a representation for XML abstract schemas(DTD,
XML Schemas etc.), operations on them and way how to apply the information
within the abstract schemas to XML documents.
2.6.4 DOM Structure Model
As mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, DOM defines standard set of objects, which
creates logical structure of XML and HTML documents. It specifies their attributes, how
they can behave(interface), relationships between them and the way they can combine.
With the DOM API, new parts of XML and HTMLs document can be added, existing
parts addressed and then changed or removed.
Let’s consider example of simple HTML document:
<body>
<b> Bold text </b>
<table border="1" >
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</table>
<body>
The final logical structure can be seen on picture 2.1. It is displayed as a tree diagram
which consists of different nodes and connections between them. Each node represents
object of different data type and specific behavior. From the the highest lever, the tree
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stars with one root node called body. This node corresponds with element of the same
name from HTML document example. Root has two children nodes, <b> <table>. Node
right from <table> represents its attribute border. There are also tree leaf nodes at the
bottom of the tree structure, apparently without any children. They represent the text
content of elements <b> and <td>.
Figure 2.1: Visualization of document’s object model
The focal point of the DOM is the Node interface, then the tree structure can be also
viewed as a hierarchy of Node objects. More precisely, it is a hierarchy of objects derived
from this interface. This is the reason why some node types may have child nodes of any
type and other not(leaf nodes) Figure 2.2 shows the 12 various node types defined in DOM
Level 1 and their relationships between each other.
Most important node types:
• Document: represents the root node, there can be obviously only one in the whole
of the document tree structure. Its offspring might be only nodes Element (max.
one), ProcessingInstruction, Comment and DocumentType (max. one).
• Element: represents xml elements, children might be Element, Text, Comment,
ProcessingInstruction, CDATASection or EntityReference.
• Text: - text content of element or attribute, doesn’t have any children.
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• Attr: element attribute, providing additional information about the element. It can
have children Text and EntityReference.
• Comment: text containing notes to the document, surrounded by ”<!--” a "-->",
doesn’t have any children.
• CDATA: character data, used in a case when we want to insert text containing
characters used in common syntax like "<" and "&" (e.g., samples of programming
code). Text inside of CDATA section is ignored by the parser.
Figure 2.2: Structure of DOM Interfaces
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Chapter 3
Contents of an RTF File
Each RTF document consists of two main parts, the header and the body [6]. The whole
unit is enclosed in curly brackets so it makes one compact group. RTF file has following
form:
<File> ’{’<Header> <Body>’}’
3.1 RTF document header
Each RTF file starts with Header. Header consists only of control words and contains
information about content, definitions of styles, fonts, colors and other meta-information.
Syntax of the Header is following:
<header>\rtfN <charset> \deffN? <font_table> <file_table>? <color_table>?
<stylesheet>? <list_tables>? <revision_table>?
All parts of header, if they exist, must be introduced in mentioned order. Mandatory
elements are indicated by question mark behind them.
• \rtfN: the first control word in the document is \rtfN (N is the argument), which
defines version of the RTF document. Although the most current specification is
RTF 1.9.1, it is still syntactically derived from the original version number one and
therefore all today’s documents start with control \rtf1.
• <charset>: the next mandatory word standing right behind the version is character
set used in the document. Because of historical reasons, it must be defined with
two control worlds. For example if someone wants to use encoding for Central
European and Eastern European languages, is must be made with control worlds:
ansi\ansicpg1250.
• \deffN: this word must stand in front of any text of the document. It specifies which
font will be used as default font. Argument N of \deffN defines index of the default
font in the font table.
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• <font_table>: table containing definitions of fons used in the document, is de-
scribed in more details in chapter \ref{Fonttable}.
• <file_table>: file table occurs only in the case, if document contains subdocu-
ments. Table contains list references on those subdocuments.
• <color_table>: table containing definitions of colors used in the document, is de-
scribed in more details in chapter \ref{Colortable}.
• <stylesheet>: style sheet table contains descriptions and definitions of styles which
are used in the document. Style in RTF means group of different formatting settings,
which are put together and can be easier applied on paragraphs and sections of the
document. Start of the table is The introduces by word \stylesheet.
• <list_tables>: as one might easily predict, this table contains definition of lists
used in the document. Definition means properties of the list like number of levels,
formatting, type of bullet, numbering and others.
It is worth noticing that some word processors(especially older like WordPad or Word
6.0) do not treat lists through list tables but store them like individual paragraph,
each of them having its own formatting settings(although identical one). Because of
backward compatibility, this method is also used in new versions of Word together
with list tables.
• <revision_table>: Table containing revision marks which allows to track authors
and reviewers of the document.
3.1.1 Font table
Last mandatory definition in the header is font table. Font table must contain definitions
of all fonts used in the document. It is also necessary to notice that some word processors
(for example Microsoft Word) do not store into the font table only definition of used fonts
but also information about all fonts that the processor knows. This practices leads to
unnecessary increasing of the file size.
Font table is surrounded by brackets and starts with control world \fonttbl. After
that follows list of font definitions, each one making single group. Each definition starts
with control \fN which defines font number, followed by font family, used character set
and other optional parameters. Definition is finished with semicolon and ending bracket.
• \fcharsetN: defines the character set of given font in the font table. Windows
header files contains values which can be assigned to N(e.g. 0 − ANSI, 77 − Mac,
162 − Turkish, 238 − Eastern European).
• \fprqN: Specifies the pitch(characters per inch) of of given font.
• \*\fname: Optional control word in the font table which is specifying non-tagged
name of the font. Non-tagged name is the real font name without the tag which is
used for showing which character set is supposed to be used. For example, Times
New Roman is a non-tagged font name and Times New Roman CE is the tagged
font name.
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Following example shows simple font table:
{\fonttbl{\f0\froman\fcharset238 Times New Roman ;}
{\f1\fscript\fprq2\fcharset0 Forte ;}
Mentioned font table contains definitions of two fonts. Because this fragment of code
doesn’t include control word \deffN, it is not possible to decide which font will be used as
default one. First font is Times New Roman from font family Roman and is using character
set number 238(Eastern European). Second font Forte will be used in the document after
the control word f1 is found. Forte belongs to the family of Script fonts and uses character
set number 0(ANSI).
3.1.2 Color table
Definitions of all colors used in the document must be stored in the color table. Color
Table is also single group starting with control word colortbl, followed by definitions of
used colors in decimal RGB format redN \greenN \blueN, where N is number of range
from 0 to 255. Each definition must be also in this case finished by semicolon. If the
semicolon stands separately behind empty definition, it means, that this color is black and
will be used as default color of the document.
{\colortbl; \red255\green0\blue0; \red0\green0\blue255 ;}
Three colors are defined in this example. The default color(black) is defined by single
semicolon and has index 0, red and blue colors follow with indexes 1 and 2.
3.2 RTF document body
After the header definition is finished and all necessary information for the interpretation
of document is available, it is possible to start with the real content in the body. Body of
the document has following format:
<Document> <information>? < formatting>* <content>+
3.2.1 Document information
As the title says, this group introduces information about the document itself, for example
the name of the author, keywords, date of creation, last change and others. This group
always starts with control world \info. Example:
{\info{\title Breakdown} {\author John Smith}{\operator Indiana Jones}
{\creatim\yr2003\mo4\dy27\min1}{\revtim\ yr2003\mo5\dy27\min1}
{\printim\ yr2004\mo3\dy17\hr23\min5}{\version2}{\edmins2}{\nofpages183}
{\nofwords53170}{\nofchars303071}{\*\company Microsoft}
{\nofcharsws372192}{\vern8247}}
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There is no need to know RTF syntax to understand above-mentioned code, the mean-
ing is clearly obvious. In this case example of the document is called Breakdown and it is
created by author John Smith on 27.4.2003. Although most of control words in this part
are self-describing, it is better to explain few less obvious examples:
• \operator - Person which made last changes in the document.
• \edminsN - Total editing time of the document in minutes.
• \nofcharsN,\nofcharswsN - Number of characters including and without spaces.
3.2.2 Document Formatting Properties
Next in the order after information group are control words affecting formatting of the
document, such as borders, margins, footnotes and endnotes placing and others. They do
not make group together but just a sequence of controls. List of those control worlds is
very huge (RTF 1.6 specification contains about 230 of them), therefore there is few of
them mentioned bellow to give an example of possible formatting settings.
• \pgnstartsN - initial value for page numbering.
• \viewkindN - default zoom when the document is open.
• \paperhN - height of the paper(in twips).
• \marglN - width of left margin in twips(there are also equivalents for other sites).
• \pgbrdrt - Pages have border on the top top(there are also equivalents for other
sites).
3.3 Document content
Content is the only part of document which can contain plain text, beside that also other
objects like embedded pictures, vector graphic, tables, lists and others.
3.3.1 Paragraphs
Paragraph is one of the most basic elements in RTF. Paragraph are usually used to group
text but also lists and tables are special kind of paragraphs.
Paragraph are treated with the control world \par, which is put in the end of the
paragraph. Paragraphs have generally many parameters. It is possible to set text align-
ment, spacing, indentation, shading, border properties and many others. If some of these
attributes are not defined, they are inherited from the previous paragraph. Control world
\pard can cancel this inheritance and reset all properties to default. It can be used when-
ever inside of the paragraph. \pard is also probably the most used word in whole RTF,
because most of word processors do not use properties inheritance and rather set them all
to default.
Some of the paragraph-formatting control words are listed here:
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• \qc, \qj, \ql, \qr - sets alignment to centered, justified, left and right.
• \sbN, \saN - space before and after the paragraph(in twips).
• \liN, \riN - left and right intend of the paragraph(in twips)
3.3.2 Tables
Compared to HTML, RTF treats tables in absolutely different way. Table isn’t nested
in one group, as one would expect but it simply consists of sequence of independent
paragraphs, which are separated into cells. Each row has at least one cell, cell may
contain one or more paragraphs in it. Although this system might seem to be weird or
complicated, it actually simplifies some operations, like for example horizontal joining of
cells.
Each row of table has following structure:
<header> (<properties_of_cells><content_of_cells>) + <end_of_the_row>
Start of the row is indicated by control world \trowd, which sets all row properties to
default. Following control is \trgaphN, which defines width of inner border of the table.
There are again plenty other optional attributes to set, for example width of the border
of each cell, style, color, alignment and others.
• \trleftN - Position of the left edge of the table(in twips).
• \trrhN - Height of the row(in twips). When the argument N is positive, row can
either have height of the the highest character in the line or height stated in the
argument N. If the argument is negative, row will have exact height equal to absolute
value of N.
• \trqc, \trql, \trqr - Alignment of the table row(Centered, left and right).
After the header is complete, definition of properties of the first cell can start. Unfor-
tunately, is it not possible to define one property for all cells in the row together. If they
share some property, it must be defined separately in each of them. The only attribute
which must be always set is the position of the right boundary of a table cell. This is
made with control world \cellxN, which is also the last one in cell attributes definitions.
Therefore, it must be always preceded by all other definitions.
RTF doesn’t offer any control word indicating merged cells(like colspan in CSS), bet
there is no need for it, because RTF readers simply display right border of each cell(given
by \cellxN) and do not care, if there are any neighboring cells and rows.
• \clbrdrb, \clbrdrt, \clbrdrl, \clbrdrr - borders of the cell on each side.
• \clvertalt, \clvertalc, \clvertalb - Vertical alignment of cell text. Options
are top-aligned(the default value), centered and bottom-aligned.
• \cltxlrtb, \cltxtbrl, \cltxbtlr... - Flow of the text in a cell(left to right
and top to bottom and other possible directions).
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After all properties of cells and row are defined, it is possible to start with the content
of cells. This means one or more paragraphs containing text, objects, other control words
and also other nested tables. End of table cell is made with \cell, row of the table ends
after control word \row.
Example of the table:
\trowd \trgaph0 //header of the first row
\clbrdrb \brdrs \brdrw20 \clbrdrt \brdrdb \brdrw20 \cellx2268
// definiton of first cell properties
\clbrdrb \brdrs \brdrw20 \clbrdrt \brdrdb \brdrw20 \cellx4536
// definiton of second cell properties
\intbl First cell \cell Second cell \cell \row
//Two cells with different alignment
\trowd \trgaph0 //header of the second row
\clbrdrb \brdrdb \brdrw20 \cellx4536
// definiton of the only cell in the second row
\intbl \qc Merged cell on the second line \cell \row
//Merged cell on the second line with centered text
Will be displayed as:
First cell Second cell
Merged cell on second line
3.3.3 Character Formatting Properties
This group contains control words which are destined to change formatting properties of
the text(characters).
A control word standing in front of the text activates specified attribute(for example
underline text), which can be turned off either by control word changing this attribute(for
example dotted underline text) or by the same control word with argument 0. For example,
\i activates italic and \i0 deactivates italic.
There is about 70 of different control words changing formatting properties, following
list describes only the most used words.
• \b, \b0 - turns on/off the bold font.
• \fN - Activates font N(N indicates position of the font in the font table).
• \fsN - Size of the font in half-points.
• \i, \i0 - turns on/off the italic font.
• \sub, \super - subscript and superscript.
• \ul, \uld,... - underline and dotted underline text(RTF knows around 20 different
types of underlines).
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3.3.4 Symbols and national characters
An RTF file consists of only 7-bit ASCII characters[3], which is clearly not enough for more
sophisticated documents, which usually contain many symbols and characters of national
alphabets. To avoid this limitation, RTF uses two types of escapes: Unicode escapes and
code page escapes.
• Code page escapes: start just like ordinary control words with backslash, then
followed by apostrophe and two hexadecimal digits. Those two digits represent
position of desired character in currently used code page. Example this kind of escape
sequence can be \’d8. Combination of this escape together with character encoding
Windows-1250 for Central European languages will display on screen character ”Ř”.
• Unicode escapes: are the second type of escapes, they represent Unicode charac-
ters which do not have equivalent in currently used ANSI code page. Unicode escape
is represented by control word \uN where N is decimal number representing position
of the character in UTF-8 character table. Because of backward compatibility, this
escape is immediately followed by character in ANSI representation, which is sup-
posed to replace Unicode character in the case that the reader doesn’t understand
keyword \uN.
There is another way how RTF deals with some special characters. Some of them
are used in RTF syntax and therefore they can’t just appear in the middle of the plain
text. RTF simply defines a special control word for each of them and whenever RTF
reader recognizes them, it finds correct character which is then displayed. List of special
character contains for example:
• \~ - nonbreaking space.
• \lquote, \rquote - left and right single quotation marks.
• \bullet - bullet character, often used when introducing items in a list.
• \tab - tabulator character.
• \chdpl - inserts into the text current date in long format(for example Friday, May
14, 2010).
3.3.5 Pictures
RTF file format was created because of demand after file format suitable for cross-platform
document exchange. Exchange of documents containing formatted text, tables and also
other objects like for example pictures. This is the reason why are pictures in RTF
treated in the most compatible friendly way. This was reached because the all pictures
are converted into the most elementary picture format (usually BMP) and then inserted
into the RTF file. This implementation has disadvantage in final document size, because
BMP file format doesn’t use any compression. Newer RTF specifications (version 1.5 and
higher) are able to store pictures also in other formats which support compression, for
example JPEG or PNG. Picture embedded has following syntax:
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\pict <properties> <data>
• \pict - control word starting definition of picture.
• <properties> - Information describing picture properties, mandatory must be men-
tioned size (resolution and scale) of the picture and format of the Source file.
• <data> - picture in itself written in hexadecimal or binary format.
Because of the backward compatibility, some text processors store each picture in RTF
file two times. Once in compressed version and then also in bitmap (although this absurdly
increases size of the file). If the RTF reader can recognize control word \*\shppict, it
will use the compressed version. If not, data from the bitmap are used.
{\*\shppict {\pict \emfblip <jpg_data>}}{\nonshppict {\pict <bitmap>}}
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Chapter 4
Proposal
The goal of the work is to create library which would provide classes and methods for
conversion of RTF files into XHTML. It is not required(not even possible) to convert all
elements of input document, only following most important elements should be processed:
• Text with fonts, colors and size
• Tables
• Pictures (if possible)
• Document formatting
• Positioning of document elements
The result document should be, if possible, as much similar as possible to the original
RTF document. Visual styles can be stored either inside of XHTML file or in external
CSS file.
4.1 Text transformation
Major part of common RTF document consists of plain text, which implies that its ex-
traction will be mostly important. All properties of the text should be kept, font, size,
color, weight and also relative position with regard to other document objects.
During the conversion, it is also important to consider the fact, that in comparison
with RTF, HTML reduces multiple white spaces into one. Possible solution of this problem
could be use of entities like ”hard space” &nbsp; and others.
Text can also contain many special national characters and symbols which cannot be
found in the basic ASCII table. Although it would be optimal to have convertor able to
deal with all character sets, such a requirement would reach over the size of this project
without any meaningful use. Therefore will be the convertor able to handle several chosen
character sets and UTF-8 characters.
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4.1.1 Text size
RTF is file format made for text formatting which makes it able to define exact look of the
text. This is the main reason why mostly absolute units are used in spite of the fact, that
relative units and percentage size are supported as well. The primary unit used for font
size is half-point. Two half-points make logically one point, which is unit used generally
used in CSS. Font size \fs24 in RTF corresponds with 12pt in Cascading Style Sheets.
4.1.2 Font family
As noticed in one of previous chapters, definitions of fonts are stored in Font table in the
header of the RTF document. Each definition contains two mandatory items which are
necessary for right interpretation of the font: Font Name and Generic Font Family.
Font Name is simply name of the font, e.g. Times New Roman. It might happen, that
reading system does not know this kind of font. In this case, application should try to
intelligently choose another one from the same Generic Font Family. For example, Times
New Roman’s family is Roman, other font from this family is Palatino. RTF supports
eight following generic families:
• \fnil - Unknown or default fonts.
• \froman - Roman, proportionally spaced serif fonts, e.g., Times New Roman.
• \fswiss - Swiss, proportionally spaced sans serif fonts, e.g., Arial.
• \fmodern - Fixed-pitch serif and sans serif fonts, e.g., Courier New.
• \fscript - Script fonts, e.g., Cursive.
• \fdecor - Decorative fonts, e.g., Old English.
• \ftech - Technical, symbol and mathematical fonts, e.g., Symbol.
• \fbidi - Arabic, Hebrew or other bidirectional font, e.g., Miriam.
In contrast with RTF, CSS offers only five generic font families, so it is obvious, that
particular families cannot perfectly correspond with each other. In spite of this fact, some
relations were found with following conclusion:
• CSS Font-family ”Serif” corresponds with \froman.
• CSS Font-family ”Swiss” corresponds with \fswiss.
• CSS Font-family ”Monospace” corresponds with \fmodern.
• CSS Font-family ”Cursive” corresponds with \fdecor.
• \ftech, \fbidi and \fscript do not have any CSS Analogy.
• \fnil analogy is empty.
• CSS Font-family does not have RTF Analogy.
Font definition from RTF {\f0\froman\fprq2\fcharset238 Times New Roman CE;}
will be converted to CSS style like .f0 {font-family: Times New Roman CE, serif;}.
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4.1.3 Text color
RTF uses only RGB notation to store color information. By contrast, CSS offers three
different notations of color definitions:
• Using Percent: intensity of each color is given in percents from 0(minimal intensity)
to 100(maximal intensity) - {color: rgb(0%,100%,0%)}.
• Decimal: integer values numbers from 0 to 255 - {color: rgb(0,255,0)}.
• Hexadecimal: three hex. values of range 00 - FF starting with hash mark #
{color: #00FF00}.
All three above mentioned options are virtually identical but hexadecimal notation is
probably the most common one and therefore it is also used in this case.
Color definition from RTF document \red255\green0\blue0; will be converted and
stored in CSS style like {color: #cc99ff}.
4.2 Transformation of tables
As noticed in chapter 3.3.2, the source code of tables in RTF differs a lot from the way
tables are done in HTML. There are no start-tags and end-tags defining range of the table,
it is just a collection of independent lines which might be connected together. There are
also no controls saying which cells are merged together and it is not possible to just
read the table once and find out, which HTML tags should receive colspan attribute for
extending columns. This implies that conversion must be done in more steps. In the first
step, the whole table must be read and its temporary DOM representation created. In the
following step, this DOM representation will be further processed and it will be decided,
which cells should get the colspan attribute.
4.3 Transformation of pictures
Picture extraction would be probably the most difficult part in whole process of document
transformation. Compared to HTML, RTF doesn’t place pictures in external files but
includes them directly into the document. They can be stored in different formats like
JPEG, PNG, EMF, bitmap or in additional is some less common way. This is why is it
not possible to secure, that picture extraction will be always successful.
It was decided, that library won’t have the ability to extract pictures from RTF docu-
ment and store them into external files. On the other hand, skipping pictures would lead
to change of the look of the document. Therefore it is necessary to replace pictures with
some kind of elements of the same size like original pictures. The best suitable HTML
elements seems to be element <div>. It is possible to set height and width of the <div>
element same as height and width of the picture.
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4.4 Page positioning
RTF defines positions of objects relatively to position of other object in the document.
There is some kind of flow of the document which is present also in HTML. This similarity
is very important, because it can significantly simplify problem of positions transformation,
which might be reduced into looking for equivalent of RTF commands in CSS. For example
centered paragraph in RTF using \qc , can be made with CSS style text-align: center.
Basic size unit used in RTF is twip. One twip is one twentieth of typographic point
which is exactly the unit that is widely used in CSS.
4.5 Conversion process
The conversion process can be separated into few independent steps. In the first step,
the input document is literally cut into pieces by SCANNER into TOKENs. Tokens are
one after another sent to the CONVENTOR which is processing them and building the
document object model. The last step is to write objects represented in DOM into final
XHTML and CSS files.
Figure 4.1: The Conversion Process
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Each phase of the conversion process is described more precise in following chapters.
4.6 Scanner
Scanner is the first object in document transformation process. It is actually a kind of
lexical analyzer which reads subsequently stream of characters from input RTF file and
identifies particular elements (control worlds, plain text, escape sequences etc.). Each
particular element is then represented by object Token. This token must contain the
information about element type of represented element and in the case of control world
also the argument. Tokens are passed on to the Convertor which process them further.
The Scanner is based on the principle of finite state machine.
4.7 Convertor
Convertor is the most important and also most complex object in whole transformation
process. One after another, tokens are passed to it from the scanner. Convertor process
the further and creates step by step the document object model. After the last Token is
received, Convertor finishes the DOM tree and transforms it into XHTML code.
For right interpretation of control words Convertor must stick to following rules:
• Ignore unknown control words - because RTF specification was being developed
for a long time and new control words were constantly being added, it has never
been possible for the RTF reader to know all of them (specification 1.6 already
knows around 1200 of control words[2]). If the reader doesn’t know received control
word and is therefore not able to find corresponding action, than the control word
should be simply ignored.
• Right interpretation of \* - it is a special control word which secures backward
compatibility with older programs. It means that if the RTF reader doesn’t know
control word following behind \*, it should skip the entire group. It is used for
example for in inserting of pictures: {\*\shppict {\pict \emfblip <....>}}
4.8 Document object model
As mentioned in previous chapters, Convertor is during the transformation process re-
ceiving Tokens, processing them and according to their meaning trying to create corre-
sponding XHTML document. It would be extremely hard (or maybe even impossible) to
write document directly into the output file, therefore is it necessary to find some kind of
”intermediate form”. The best solution is to create step by step the DOM object tree of
output document and transform it later into the XHTML file. There are many classes in
Java capable of creating DOM object trees of XML document, one good example is class
DocumentBuilder.
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4.9 UML proposal
UML proposal of the library corresponds with above mentioned procedure of conversion.
The simplified version of Class diagram can be found on picture 4.2. Functions of indi-
vidual classes are:
• RTFProcesor: main class, deals with arguments, initializes the conversion process
and can raise exception in case of unsuccessful conversion. This class also implements
interface Document of DOM Core Level 1.
• Convertor: leading the conversion process and managing other object. According
to received tokens traces the position inside of the input document, forwards tokens
further to other objects. Optimizes XHTML code and puts it together with CSS.
• Scanner: lexical analyzer recognizes particular Tokens from the input file and sends
them back to Convertor.
• Token: recognized lexical unit, there is 10 different types of tokens.
• FontTableProc: handles the Font table, creates list of all used fonts in the docu-
ment and generates CSS code related to fonts.
• Font: object representing one font with all its properties
• ColorTableProc: handles the Color table and creates list of all used colors in the
document
• DocBodyProc: treats body of RTF document containing text, formatting and
other objects. Analyzes received control word, helps to create the DOM tree.
• EncodingProc: converts national and UNICODE characters. Contains conversion
tables of some national character sets to UNICODE.
• PlainTextProc: process plain text and deals with white spaces.
• Style: holds information about currently used text and paragraph formatting. Im-
plements interface Cloneable.
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Figure 4.2: UML library proposal
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Chapter 5
Implementation
5.1 Scanner
Although scanner is relatively simple object based on another simple construction (deter-
ministic finite state machine) it is one of the most important parts of the whole library.
The importance lies in the fact that it is kind of ”entering gate” for processed RTF docu-
ment. If the scanner doesn’t work correctly and makes a mistake when classifying tokens(or
doesn’t recognize them at all) wrong data will be sent to the Convertor which might cause
incorrect transformation. In the worst case the whole transformation process can break
down.
As mentioned in previous chapter, Scanner reads step by step each single character of
the input file and tries to recognize patterns representing particular elements. Although
there are only four different kinds of elements in RTF, scanner’s ability to distinguish
elements goes further up to 10 types(table 5.1). If new element is found, Scanner creates
new instance of Token and sends this Token for further processing.
Type nr. Description Comment
0 End of the file Last token
1 Opening curly bracket { Start of group
2 Closing curly bracket } End of group
3 Semicolon ; End of definition
4 Control word \* Skip this group
5 Control Words All other Control Words
6 ASCII Escape \’hh Special character, hexadecimal value
defines its position in specified
character set.
7 Plain Text
8 Control Words \{, \} and \\ Characters {, } and \
9 Unicode Character \’uuuu Character that has no equivalent ANSI
representation, decimal value defines
its position in Unicode character set
Table 5.1: Token types
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The simplified version of diagram representing functionality of Scanner can be found
on picture 5.1. New Token is created every time when the machine reaches one of the final
states.
Figure 5.1: Finite state machine representing Scanner
5.2 Transformation process
5.2.1 Concept of the transformation
Content of any RTF document can be divided into independent lines. Lines most usually
consist of text, which might but doesn’t have to have the same formatting properties.
The goal is to extract those lines and sections of text and put them into XHTML code
in original order together with original formatting settings. Therefore it is necessary to
find suitable tags for them. The best XHTML tag which can substitute line is <div>.
It is a neutral tag, which means, that it doesn’t have any semantic meaning and visual
properties. It is often used to group parts of document which have something in common.
<div> belongs to group of block-level elements(actually the same like having a line-break
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before and after it) which is another property of line in the text. That is why content of
each line in original RTF document is after the conversion enclosed in <div></div> tags.
Text sections with identical formatting properties are treated in a similar way. They
are surrounded by <span> element, which is also neutral tag just like <div>. The only
difference between them is, that <span> is in-line element and it is possible to have more
of them displayed in one line.
For better imagination, described concept is illustrated on example bellow. Lets con-
sider a simple RTF Document:
Normal, bold, italic Arial and Times RED.
Fragment of RTF file responsible for this formatted text could be following code:
f0\fs20 Normal, \cf1\b\f1 bold,
\b0\i italic Arial,
\cf2\i0\f2\fs24 and Times RED.\cf0\par
This fragment of RTF code represents one line of text. After the transformation,
semantically identical code in XHTML could be like following:
<div>
<span class="f0" style="font-size:10pt;">Normal, </span>
<span class="f1" style="font-size:10pt; font-weight:bold; color:#000000;">
bold, </span>
<span class="f1" style="font-style:italic; font-size:10pt; color:#000;">
italic Arial </span>
<span class="f2" style="font-size:12pt; color:#ff0000;">
and Times RED. </span>
</div>
5.2.2 Control word execution
In the case when Token type 5(Control World) is received, Convertor tries to find corre-
sponding action for this control. Just imagine each Control word having assigned number
that represents action which is supposed to be performed after the word is received (e.g.,
\b starts action number 1). Because RTF knows plenty of them (RTF specification 1.6
contains around 1200 different control words), having such information stored in list with
sequential access consumes a lot of time during the recognition process. It would be nec-
essary to access each element one after another, make string comparison (very expensive
operation) and if strings were not equal, go further and further through the list.
Solution of this problem lies in the use of class HashMap. All control words are put into
the map as the key together with value representing number of action which is supposed
to be performed. When new control word arrives, it is used as a key for the hash function
which returns desired action number.
Described operations written in Java programming language is following:
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if (ControlWordMap.get(Token.getWord()) == null) return;
//if is CW not in the HashMap => return
else action = ControlWordMap.get(Token.getWord());
// CW is in the HashMap => save action
switch (action ) { // run method according to the action value
case 1: { // is action number is 1, control word is \b => turn on Bold
ActualStyle.setFontWeight(Token); //set CSS style FontWeight: Bold
..........// and so further for other values
5.2.3 Groups
Text of the document is very often closed between curly brackets in a group. Group can
also contain another nested groups and so on. As mentioned in chapter 2.1.1, group inherits
all formatting settings of the text inside from the outer (superior) group. Therefore is it
not possible to ”throw away” current formatting settings when entering nested group but
it must be stored for later use. The best data structure suitable for these operations is
Stack. The operations with stack are following:
if( Token.getType() == 1 ) { // we received "{" => start of new group
StyleStack.push(ActualStyle.clone());
//Clone actual style settings and push onto the Stack
FontStack.push(ActualFont.clone());
//Clone actual font settings and push onto the Stack
}
if( Token.getType() == 2 ) { // we received "}" => end of the group
If (! StyleStack.isEmpty()) ActualStyle = StyleStack.pop();
// Pop Style and make it actual Style
If (! FontStack.isEmpty()) ActualFont = FontStack.pop();
// Pop Font on the top of the Stack and make it actual Font
}
Because operation Push inserts only reference, it is necessary to create exact copy of
actual style which is being used. Therefore classes Style and Font implements interface
Cloneable.
5.3 Text extraction
Extraction of the text is the main goal of the project. Although it might look that it is
possible to just copy text from rtf into html, there are many cases when the text needs
further adjustments.
5.3.1 Encoding of the document
Different RTF documents from different countries are usually also written in different
encodings. Although most of the text processors try to write universal files which contain
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only characters from the basic ASCII table (characters 0 - 127) and national characters are
encoded into control words there is always possibility that the source of RTF document
contains some national characters(for example inserted by user). Java offers for this case
class InputStreamReader(InputStream in, String charset) which reads input bytes and
decodes them into characters according to specified charset. Used charset can be found
inside of the file according to the control word \ansicpg.
5.3.2 National characters
There are two different ways how the characters outside the ASCII table are treated. The
first one is used when character has no equivalent ANSI representation in currently used
ANSI code page. In this case, the character is treated by control word \uN is used. N
is decimal signed number representing Unicode character value. N can also take negative
values which represent Unicode values greater than 32767. The procedure of control word’s
conversion into character is following:
• Get the decimal argument of \u
• If the value is negative, add 65535 (range of UTF-8)
• Create instance of StringBuilder class which can generate given character.
StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();
sb.appendCodePoint(value);
return sb.toString();
The second way national characters can be treated is by using control word \’hh
(Token type number 6) where hh represents hexadecimal value which defines position
in already used charset. The goal is to convert those control words into characters in
Unicode representation which can be then easily added to the plain text. Because no
appropriate class in Java API contains various character set together with UNICODE
equivalent, library contains class EncodingProc. This class contains support for four
following encodings:
• cp1250 - Central European and Eastern European languages
• cp1251 - Cyrillic alphabet such as Russian, Bulgarian, Serbian Cyrillic and others
• cp1253 - modern Greek alphabet
• cp1252/ANSI - character encoding of the Latin alphabet used in English
The procedure of character conversion is following:
• Token type number 6 is recognized (\’hh) Let’s consider for example control word
\’D8 in charset 238.
• Method DecodeEscape(Token Escape, int charset) of class EncodingProc is called,
parameters are found Token and currently used charset
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• According to charset the appropriate conversion table is chosen Conversion table
containing characters from code page Windows-1250 corresponds with character set
238.
• Record on position given by hexadecimal value is found. Hex value D8 leads to
record on position 216.
• Equivalent in Unicode representation (U+0158) is chosen.
• Character is generated and appended to the rest of the plain text.
5.3.3 White Spaces
One of strange features of HTML is the way how white spaces are treated. No matter which
white space is present, HTML displays them all like single space (ASCII character 0x20).
Any sequence of white spaces is also displayed the same way. Because RTF doesn’t behave
the same way and treats each white space like single character it is necessary to always
examine all plain text and deal with multiple white spaces. There are few solutions of this
problem. One would be to replace all spaces with non-breaking spaces. Unfortunately
this would make long text one big sequence of characters without places where the line
could end and break. Therefore most of the plain text would be out of the screen and user
would have to scroll the browser to see it. The better solution is to detect, if there are
two spaces next to each other and replace always only the second one. This secures that
right amount of spaces is shown and lines are ended in the right place. This function is
executed by method ProcessText(String Text) of class PlainTextProc.
Another problem occurs when the tabulator key is supposed to be displayed. There is
practically no tab in ordinary html and when we try to print this character, it is shown like
ordinary space. This behavior obviously changes quite a lot the look of the document. It
would be possible to print instead of tab five non-breaking spaces but this substitution is
not optimal solution. There exists also another possibility which is using html tag <pre>.
This tag is intended to be used for preformatted text which means that inside of <pre> do
not work html rules concerning formatting of white spaces. Five spaces next to each other
are displayed like five spaces and tabulators like tabulator. Therefore when tab character
is found, it is inserted into the html always between <pre> and </pre>. Because <pre>
is by default displayed as s block element which breaks the line, it is necessary to make
changes in CSS style with command pre {display: inline ;}.
5.4 DOM conversion
After the whole input file is read and the last token is processed, the DOM tree which was
being build during the conversion is finished and it is time to transform it into String con-
taining only XHTML code. This is easily done by using class Transformer. Unfortunately
possibilities to influence transformation are very small and in the end it is always made
with one XHTML element stored in one line. In other words, all elements are separated
with control characters Vertical Tab and Backspace. This cause changes in the look of the
document, because control characters are displayed as space. If there is one continuous
string which is separated into more <span> elements (probably because it doesn’t have
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uniform formatting), it will be also displayed separated into more pieces. Therefore it is
necessary to remove all control characters between <span> tags. This is easily done with
following command:
StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); //creates StringBuilder instances
StringBuilder sb2 = new StringBuilder();
sb.appendCodePoint(13); // Creates character Carriage Return
sb2.appendCodePoint(10); // Creates character Line Feed (LF)
XHTML = XHTML.replaceAll("</span>"+sb.toString()+sb2.toString(),"</span>");
5.5 Example of document conversion
The best way how to explain principles of conversion is to show them in practical use.
Therefore simple RTF document was created. It is displayed in word processors as follow-
ing:
Normal, bold, italic Arial and Times RED.
Even such a simple document is enough for proper demonstration. Code of mentioned
RTF file is commented with actions corresponding to particular control words.
{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg1250\deff0\deflang1029\deflangfe1029
// Start of document is indicated
{\fonttbl {\f0\fswiss\fcharset238 Arial CE;}
// Font Table, definition of first font f0,
{\f1\fswiss\fprq2\fcharset238 Arial CE;}
// Definition of font f1
{\f2\froman\fprq2\fcharset238 Times New Roman CE;}}
// Definition of font f2
// Three objects of class Font are created and stored into an array. Each one is stored on
// index corresponding to its index in font table.
{\colortbl ;\red0\green0\blue0;\red255\green0\blue0;}
//Three objects of class Color are created and stored into an array. Each one is stored on
// index corresponding to its index in color table.
\viewkind4
//indicates start of documents body, the root of DOM tree (〈body〉)— is created
//variables ActualFont and ActualStyle containing formatting settings are created
//first line of document is expected to start, element 〈div〉 is created but not appended to
//body yet
\pard
// ActualFont and ActualStyle are set to default(no formatting settings )
\f0
//control changing font is recognized, Font from FontArray index 0 will be saved in Actu-
alFont
\fs20
// control changing font size, method ActualStyle.setFontStyle(); is called
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Normal,
//plain text, it is appended to String variable containing text content of current section
\cf1\b\f1
//new controls changing formatting, new 〈span〉 element is created with attributes stored
// in ActualFont and ActualStyle. Content of element is previously stored plain text.
〈span〉 is
// appended as a child to 〈div〉 element and ActualFont and ActualStyle is changed
bold,
//plain text
\b0\i italic
// new 〈span〉 appended to 〈div〉, ActualFont and ActualStyle is changed
Arial
//plain text
\cf2\i0\f2\fs24
// new 〈span¿〈 appended to 〈div〉, ActualFont and ActualStyle is changed
and Times RED.
//plain text
\cf0\par
//end of the line. 〈div〉 containing previously appended 〈span〉s is appended to the root of
the DOM tree 〈body〉
}
// the last Token indicating end of the file is received. DOM object tree is transformed //
into String containing XHTML code, CSS is appended
5.6 List of supported control words
RTF Specification 1.6 knows around 1200 of different control words. Fortunately is it not
necessary to know all of them to perform the conversion. The table bellow contains list of
command words which have support in implemented Convertor. Each control is described
together with their possible CSS equivalents. More detailed description can be found in
official Specification.
Control word Description/CSS equivalent
\rtfN RTF Version of document
\deffN Number of default font used in the document
\fonttbl Introduces the font table group
\colortbl Introduces the color table group
\b Bold folt/font-weight: bold;
\i Italic font/font-style: italic;
\fsN Font size in half-points/font-size: N/2pt;
\cfN Font color/color: #hhhhhh;
\ulw, \ul,\uldb, \ulth Word underline/ text-decoration: underline;
\uldash, \ulthdash,\ulthd
\ulnone Turns off word underline.
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\strike \striked Strikethrough, Double strikethrough/
text-decoration: line-through;
\highlightN Sets color N the background of the text
\charscalexN Character scaling in percentage
\sub, \super, \nosupersub Subscripts, Superscripts and deactivation
\qc, \qj, \ql, \qr Alignment Centered Justified Left-aligned
Right-aligned.
\fN Font number. N refers to an entry in the font table.
\tab Tab character
\par End of paragraph.
\plain Reset font (character) formatting properties to a
default value defined by the application
\pard Reset paragraph formatting properties to a default
value defined by the application
\lquote, \rquote Left and right single quotation mark.
\ldblquote, \rdblquote Left and right double quotation mark
\bullet Bullet character.
\endash \emdash En-dash (-). Em-dash (-).
\fiN First-line indent
\liN Left indent
\slN Space between lines/ line-height: N;
\sbN, \saN Space above and under line/ margin-top: and
margin-bottom;
\trowd Sets table row defaults.
\cell End of table cell.
\row End of table row.
\pict Introduces start of picture group.
\picwgoal Desired width of the picture.
\pichgoal Desired height of the picture.
Table 5.2: Supported control words
5.7 Application Program Interface
In general, Application Program Interface (API) is collection of methods which define some
standard way how software application(in this case library) can communicate, cooperate
and share data between each other.
One of the main goals of this project is to implement application interface of the library
as a subset of the DOM standard. This means, that after the RTF file is successfully
processed and transformed into XHTML document, it should be able to ”behave” like
appropriate document which implements(at least partially) interface Document defined in
the DOM standard. This interface represents the entire XHTML document or actually
the root node of the document tree(in this case element <html>) and provides access to
the rest of the document and its content.
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• public DocumentType getDoctype() - returns Document Type Declaration as-
sociated with the document, in this case(XHTML document without a DTD) is
returned value null.
• public DOMImplementation getImplementation() - returns DOMImplemen-
tation object associated with this document.
• public Element getDocumentElement() - returns element representing root
node of the document(in this case element called ”HTML”).
• public Element createElement(String tagName) - creates new element of
name which is specified in parameter tagName. Method can raise exception in the
case of invalid characters in element’s name.
• public DocumentFragment createDocumentFragment() - creates empty Doc-
umentFragment object.
• public Text createTextNode(String data) - creates new Text node, the textual
content of Elements. This content is given by parameter data.
• public Comment createComment(String data) - creates Comment node which
contain is text specified in parameter data.
• public CDATASection createCDATASection(String data) - creates CDATA-
Section node, node which may hold text containing characters and string which
would be commonly considered a markup. Can raise exception.
• public ProcessingInstruction createProcessingInstruction(String target,
String data) - creates the ProcessingInstruction node.
• public Attr createAttribute(String name) - creates an attribute called after
parameter’s name. Method can raise exception in the case of invalid characters in
this name.
• public EntityReference createEntityReference(String name) - creates an
reference on entity, method can raise exception in the case of invalid characters in
entity’s name.
• public NodeList getElementsByTagName(String tagname) - returns a list
of elements of specified tag name in order in which they appear in the document
tree.
• public RTFProcessor() - constructor method.
• public void ProcessRTFFile(String file) - the only parameter of this method
is address of the RTF file in file system. If possible, method processes input file,
converts it into XHTML document which is represented by DOM tree.
• public String getXHTMLDocumetCode() - returns in string XHTML code of
processed RTF file. This method should be used after ProcessRTFFile(String file),
otherwise the resulting string empty.
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Chapter 6
Testing
Testing is important part in life cycle of any software. It helps developers to find out if
the program satisfies all requirements and if it works correctly as expected.
The testing process of created library was divided into two parts. First one focuses
on tests with artificially created documents which are coming from different platforms
and word processors. The second part performs tests on real documents which were
downloaded from the Internet. Results of those tests determine, if the library has chances
to be used in real applications.
When comparing look of the input RTF document with the output document, it is
not possible to rely on any given correct output criteria or right output values. The only
way how to find out if the converted document looks like its original is visual comparison.
Although this method might seem to be matter of subjective impression, it is probably
the only option how to find out if the conversion was performed correctly.
The reference programs used for visual comparison of documents were Microsoft Word
2007(for input RTF files) and Mozilla Firefox 3.6.3(for output XHTML files)
Because library itself is not capable of processing RTF documents(it is just a collec-
tion of methods which must be used by programs), an additional testing application was
created. This application contains simple graphic interface, uses the library and demon-
strates its abilities to convert RTF files. Detail description of testing application can be
found in appendix B.
6.1 Different editors and platforms
Because RTF was meant to be file format for cross-platform document interchange, where
each document should look similarly on each computer, it is really surprising, that dif-
ferent word processor write and display documents in quite different way. Some of them
even don’t obey RTF Syntax, make their own rules and control words! Example of this
behavior can be OpenOffice(which doesn’t know the rule that text within a group inherits
the formatting settings from preceding group) or TextEdit and Pages for Mac OS(which
generates quality RTF code but executes new line with single backslash instead of \par).
Probably the best code is generated by Microsoft’s products Word and WordPad which
are by far the most used RTF processors and therefore are their documents used as a
reference.
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Following files represent some important property which is elementary in document
conversion. Each test was performed two times (one Word and one WordPad version).
Test files: cp1250.rtf, cp1251.rtf, cp1252 ANSI.rtf
Description: Characters from character sets cp1250, cp1251 and cp1252.
Results: Convertor was able to deal with all characters from mentioned character sets.
Test file: cp1253.rtf
Description: Unicode characters representing Greek alphabet.
Results: All Unicode characters were processed successfully. Convertor was also able to
deal with different kind of equivalents(ANSI characters or ASCII Escapes) used in Word
and WordPad.
Test file: font size.rtf, font styles.rtf, text color.rtf
Description: Size of the font from smallest 8 to largest 72, Text written in 24 different
styles and Text in 38 different colors.
Results: All output documents are identical with the originals.
Test file: character formatting.rtf
Description: Text with different formatting, e.g., bold, italic, underline and superscript.
Results: All three kinds of list transformed successfully.
Test file: lists.rtf
Description: Various versions of lists.
Results: All three kinds of list transformed successfully.
Test file: paragraph formatting.rtf
Description: Formatting of paragraphs, alignment, spacing and text indentation.
Results: Output document looks almost identical, the only difference is in text indenta-
tion, text in XHTML document is placed bit further from the beginning of the line.
Test file: table.rtf
Description: Tables with merged cells and different formatting inside of cells.
Results: Convertor is able to deal with basic tables, doesn’t know how to merge cells.
Test file: pictures.rtf
Description: Two pictures of different size surrounded by text with various formatting
settings.
Results: As noticed before, Convertor doesn’t really process pictures, but replaces them
with div elements which have the same size like original pictures. Considering this limi-
tation, pictures were successfully replaced by div elements with right size and placed on
right position.
Test file: mix.rtf
Description: Different text and paragraph properties with tables and picture mixed all
together.
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Results: Convertor wasn’t able to deal with merged cells of tables and and also didn’t
process one letter of Turkish alphabet correctly. Rest of the document is practically iden-
tical, also paragraph formatting inside of the table was transformed correctly.
6.2 Real Documents
Compared to tests made in previous chapter, tests performed on real documents down-
loaded from internet can say much more about usability of the library in the real world
use. It is interesting to notice which kind of document can be found on the internet. Many
of them are forms or some kind of applications using very elementary formatting, basic
font types and simple tables. Colors, pictures and other decorations are used very rarely.
Test file: karlovy-vary.rtf
Description: Mix of Cyrillic and Alphabet written with use of Unicode characters.
Results: All Unicode character were transformed correctly, only small changes compared
to original are some cells in table, which aren’t merged.
Test file: legaldeposit.rtf
Description: Document containing many list and tabulators.
Results: Document transformed correctly, the only difference is the way how RTF and
XHTML treats with tabulators. XHTML displays tab like four spaces, RTF usually jus-
tifies them to the nearest element on previous line.
Test file: library manual final.rtf
Description: RTF document of big size (around 1MB), contains damaged pictures which
are correctly displayed in WordPad but not in Word.
Results: Convertor was able to deal with document of big size, processing lasted just
few seconds longer. Damaged pictures were successfully replaced on right place in the
document.
Test file: od formular08.rtf
Description: Form, typical example of possible usage, created in Microsoft Word.
Results: Output XHTML documents looks almost identical to the original, the only dif-
ference are in functionless email addresses.
Test file: pruprava-laborantu-2009.rtf
Description: Application form, another typical example of possible use.
Results: The only difference between original and processed document is first table where
are several rows missing!
6.3 Conclusion of tests
Tests performed with documents have shown interesting results. Convertor was easily able
to deal with documents created artificially in both editors(Microsoft Word and WordPad).
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All of them, except of tables, were processed almost perfectly and one can logically expect
that library is able to transform all documents properly. Tests made with documents from
internet didn’t absolutely meet those expectations. Although most of files were converted
correctly, it turned out, that quite many real documents contain tables with merged cell,
which is the weak point of the convertor.
Although not all elements in all documents were transformed correctly, Convertor
managed always to output files very similar to originals. If the processing of tables can be
improved, library won’t have any problems with any documents.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
I have created library in Java programming language which is able to process RTF docu-
ments and convert them into XHTML. Programs using this library will be able to extract
formatted text with its properties, tables and other objects from input RTF file and save
it in XHTML. This can be very useful in the case if someone wants to publish content of
RTF documents on the internet in a way that it can be directly viewed with web browsers.
The library convertor can create almost identical(or with small change of look) copy
of most of the input RTF files and save it as XHTML webpage. Styles in this page are
defined by using CSS which makes it easy to change. In my humble opinion abilities of
the library matches requirements of the project assignment.
7.1 Further development and improvements
Although library is able convert most of elements of documents which are commonly used,
there is still space for improvement in this area. Convertor can deal with formatted text,
paragraphs, chosen national character sets, Unicode characters and partially with tables
but cannot transform images embedded inside of RTF files. This is in my opinion the
biggest weakness and logically the next step where further development of the library
should lead. Also the support of table conversion can be improved, especially support of
merged horizontal and vertical cells and nested tables. On the other hand, it is question if
the the ability to process nested tables would be used often, because users use them very
rarely.
The other thing that could be done better is the way CSS styles are used. As men-
tioned in chapter 5.2.1, each element div or span contains style attribute which defines its
exact look. It is quite possible that more divs or spans in one document share the same
style. Then the program should make some optimization, located all identical styles and
transform them into one class. This change would have few positive impacts. First it
would make output file smaller and well-arranged and second would it be easier to make
changes in styles of the output document.
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7.2 Experiential benefit
There were plenty of new things I have learned while developing this project. I have
extended a lot my knowledge of Java programming language, I got to know for me al-
most unknown format RTF and I also gained more experience in work with sources and
documentations written in English. Another new experience was writing of this report.
Although i considered myself enough skilled in spoken English, i have realized, that there
is really a lot to learn in the field of technical English and technical terms. This paper is
by far the biggest work I have ever written in foreign language and i am convinced that it
helped me and taught me a lot.
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Appendix A
Attached CD
Part of this work is also attached CD which contains source codes of the library, text of
the thesis, test application using the library and test files.
Directory structure of attached CD is following:
• /source - source code of the library.
• /testapp - test application with simple GUI for demonstration of the abilities of
the library.
• /documentation - folder containing text of the thesis in PDF format with its source
code in tex format.
• /test files - RTF files which were used for testing.
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Appendix B
User Manual
For easier demonstration of capabilities of the library, there is an simple Java application
on attached CD. This application contains simple GUI and demonstrates how library deals
with RTF documents and converts them into XHTML.
B.1 Document selection
The first step is to select document which is supposed to be processed. This can be done
either by clicking on menu bar File and Open or simply by clicking on button Open RTF
File and choosing input file.
Figure B.1: Document selection
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B.2 Document processing
After the RTF document is loaded, it is possible to convert in into XHTML. Click on
button Process document and if the document transformation was successfully finished,
XHTML code will appear in bottom window.
Figure B.2: Document processing
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B.3 Saving the document
After the document was successfully processed, user can see its content in bottom window.
It is possible to store this content in a output file. This can be done either by clicking on
menu bar File and Save or simply by clicking on button Save XHTML File and choosing
output file.
Figure B.3: Saving the XHTML document
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Appendix C
Example of the use of the library
This Attachment shows an example of possible use of the library in applications:
//create RTFProcesssor object
RTFProcessor conv1 = new RTFProcessor();
//create String variable
String XHTMLDocumetCode = new String();
try
{ //Set file to process and perform conversion
conv1.ProcessRTFFile(RTFfile.getAbsolutePath());
//after the conversion is successfully done, we can still change
//the result DOM tree as we wish
//get the root of the document = html element
Element html = conv1.getDocumentElement();
//e.g. change its attribute lang to English
html.setAttribute("lang", "en");
//save result XHTML code into String
XHTMLDocumetCode = conv1.getXHTMLDocumetCode();
}
catch(Exception e)
{
//if there was an exception during the conversion, print an error
e.printStackTrace();
}
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